
The New, 
Radically Simpler 
Way to Go Solar.

Push-Button Simplicity for 
Commercial Solar

SkyQuote™ Process

In today's on-demand economy, you can push 
a button and get just about anything – a ride, 
a meal, even a house.

At OnSwitch, we believe the process to 
switch to clean, solar electricity should be 
just as simple.

We made it fast and easy to get a solar quote 
at a guaranteed lowest price. Plus, our solar 
advisors work on your behalf to manage 
partners and ensure your projects stay on track.

Accurate Solar Quotes with Just a Building Address 
Using Aerial Imagery

It used to take months of effort working with multiple vendors to simply 
learn whether a solar project would pencil out.

Now, with OnSwitch’s SkyQuoteTM you can get instant, accurate pricing at 
with just a building address. Each SkyQuote includes financial analysis of 
multiple scenarios to share with decision-makers and colleagues.

The SkyQuote Process (U.S. Patent No. 10,373,011) uses high definition 
aerial imagery to create a high-resolution 3D map of the roof and nearby 
shade producing objects.  In seconds the SkyQuote Engine generates an 
accurate solar design that maximizes savings based on utility rates, your 
energy use, local sunlight, and component prices.

Aerial Imagery
Multi-view, high definition, 
and 3D.

Roof Mapping
AI-based image processing, and detailed 
modeling of buildings and objects.

Solar Design
System optimized to maximize 
net cost savings.



OnSwitch offers you a complimentary planning website 
containing solar quotes and savings analyses for all of your 
organization’s buildings.  

With the SkyQuote Solar PlannerTM tool you can quickly 
view, compare, and rank solar projects.  When it’s time to 
plan budgets, you will be armed with accurate pricing and 
payback analysis to review with other stakeholders in your 
organization.

Innovation Enables Lowest Prices for 
Top-Quality Systems

OnSwitch’s SkyQuoteTM technology cuts overhead costs to 
design, optimize, and quote a commercial solar system.  
Those technology-driven savings and our marketplace 
business model are how OnSwitch can offer such low 
prices.

OnSwitch partners with pre-qualified, experienced, local 
solar installers to deliver your project.  Included in the price 
is OnSwitch’s turnkey project management support to 
manage the entire process from purchase through 
operation.

Experienced Team
OnSwitch is led by a seasoned team averaging nearly 20 
years in the solar industry.  Collectively the team has 
developed and built over $1 Billion of commercial solar 
systems for hundreds of businesses, public agencies and 
non-profits.
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Guaranteed
Lowest Price

OnSwitch will guarantee you the lowest price on the market for a top quality solar system. 
We achieve this through technological efficiency, access to a wide selection of suppliers, 
and pre-negotiated volume pricing with installers, and finance partners.

Powerful Tools to Plan Solar Projects for 
Multiple Buildings in Your Organization

Commercial Solar Project Costs

Hardware Hardware

InstallationInstallation

Overhead
Overhead

Legacy Process


